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Overview

● Adapt ViT for dense prediction tasks by introducing pyramidal structure
● Computationally efficient while convolution-free
● Replace CNN backbones with performance boost for detection, segmentation
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Figure 1. Comparison of different architectures
(a) CNN backbones for dense prediction tasks commonly have pyramidal shape
(b) Columnar structure of ViT ill-suited for dense prediction
(c) PVT has properties of both
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Architecture
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Figure 3. Overall architecture of Pyramid Vision Transformer (PVT)
4 stages generate feature maps of different scales
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4-stride

Low resolution
32-stride
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Figure 3. Overall architecture of Pyramid Vision Transformer (PVT)
Flattened patches → linear projection and positional embedding → Transformer 
encoder with Li layers → reshaped feature map
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Each patch Pi times smaller (in each height 
and width) after linear projection
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Feature Pyramid

● CNN backbones use different convolutional strides to obtain multi-scale 
feature maps

● PVT uses progressive shrinking strategy in linear embedding step



Transformer Encoder

● Each encoder layer consists of attention + feed-forward layer
● New spatial reduction attention (SRA) replaces multi-headed attention (MHA)

○ SRA reduces spatial scale of K and V before attention operation
○ Ri

2 lower computational/memory cost than MHA (reduction ratio Ri)
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Spatial Reduction Attention (SRA)

With linear projection parameters

and Ni heads, resulting in dhead= Ci / Ni
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Spatial Reduction Attention (SRA)

Spatial reduction of input sequence x with reduction ratio Ri

Reshape(x, Ri) reshapes x into 

Linear projection    reduces input sequence to Ci

Layer normalization Norm(.)
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Spatial Reduction Attention (SRA)

Standard attention operation
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Architecture Summary

Parameters:

● Pi: patch size of Stage i
● Ci: channel number of output of Stage i
● Li: number of encoder layers in Stage i
● Ri: reduction ratio of SRA in Stage i
● Ni: head number of SRA in Stage i
● Ei: expansion ratio of feed-forward layer in Stage i

Experiments select scales to match parameter numbers in ResNets
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Comparable to:

ResNet18      ResNet50     ResNet101   ResNet152



Experiments
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Application to Downstream Tasks

● Image-level prediction
○ Follow ViT/DeiT to append learnable classification token to input of last stage
○ Fully connected layer conducts classification on top of token

● Dense prediction
○ Initialize PVT backbone with weights pre-trained on ImageNet
○ Use output feature pyramid {F1, F2, F3, F4} as input to convolutional Feature Pyramidal 

Network (FPN)
○ Refined feature pyramid output from FPN fed to follow-up detection/segmentation head
○ Bilinear interpolation on pre-trained positional embeddings prevents loss of meaning on 

non-ImageNet data



Image Classification

● ImageNet-1k
● All models trained on training set, report 

top-1 error on validation
● Follow data augmentation from DeiT

○ Random crop, random horizontal flipping, 
label-smoothing regularization, mixup, 
CutMix, random erasing
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Image Classification

● With similar GFLOPs, PVT outperforms 
ResNet

● Comparable performance to 
transformer-based models

● Pyramidal structure not expected to 
improve image-level prediction 
performance
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Object Detection

● COCO dataset
● Test PVT backbone on standard RetinaNet and Mask R-CNN detectors
● Data augmentation via random resizing
● Outperforms comparable ResNet/ResNeXT backbones
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Object Detection
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Semantic Segmentation

● ADE20K: scene parsing 
dataset

● Test backbones on Semantic 
FPN segmentation network

● Achieves better performance 
than ResNet/ResNeXT 
backbones with comparable 
or fewer parameters

● PVT extracts better features 
than CNN backbones due to 
global attention mechanism
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Pure Transformer Detection

● Object detection: PVT+DE:TR
○ Outperforms ResNet-based DE:TR by 2.4 AP points (34.7 vs 32.3) on COCO2017
○ Pure transformer detector can work well for object detection
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Pure Transformer Segmentation

● Semantic segmentation: PVT+Trans2Seg
○ Outperforms ResNet-based Trans2Seg with lower GFLOPs
○ Pure transformer detector can work for semantic segmentation
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Ablation Studies

● Deeper more effective than wider models with comparable parameters
● Pre-training on ImageNet for dense prediction backbone improves 

convergence (vs no pre-training)
● Pure Transformer backbone with multi-headed attention can be more 

expressive than convolution
● With increasing input scale, PVT GFLOPs grow faster than ResNet but lower 

than ViT
○ PVT may be most suitable for medium-resolution images
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Summary

● Progressive shrinking pyramid and spatial-reduction attention obtain 
high-resolution and multi-scale feature maps with reduced 
computation/memory resources

● PVT outperforms comparable ResNet/ResNeXT backbones for object 
detection and semantic segmentation
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Discussion Questions

● Has this paper convinced you to consider using PVT going forward?
● The pure transformer object detection network still underperforms 

PVT+convolutional detection network. Why do you think that is?
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